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1 Introduction

The string sigma model on AdS5 × S5 [1] is an integrable two-dimensional field theory [2].
Integrability has important implications for the AdS/CFT correspondence extending, via
holography, to four dimensions [3] and giving rise to powerful tools to explore the duality
at the non-perturbative level.

The sigma model ordinarily describes closed strings which are automatically integrable.
Integrability of a string ending on a D-brane is not so obvious because it can be broken
by the boundary conditions at the string’s endpoint. The question of which D-branes in
AdS5 × S5 are integrable is non-trivial and was addressed in detail in [4].

D-branes arise in a variety of holographic setups. An example we will be concerned
with is field theory in the presence of a domain wall. The setup is realized by imposing
Nahm-pole boundary conditions [5], which break the gauge symmetry from SU(N + k) to
SU(N) on one side of the domain wall. The system preserves scale invariance and gives
rise to a defect CFT (dCFT) [6–9]. In string theory, the domain wall is a footprint of
the D3-D5 intersection. Its holographic dual is a probe D5-brane embedded in AdS5 as a
4-dimensional hyperplane [6]:

x3 = κz, κ ≡ πk√
λ
≡ tanα, (1.1)
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where λ is the ’t Hooft coupling and the angle α specifies the inclination of the D5-brane
relative to the hyperplane x3 = 0. In the standard Poincaré coordinates of AdS5,

ds2 = dxµdx
µ + dz2

z2 , (1.2)

the hyperplane x3 = κz has the AdS4 geometry. The S5 embedding of the D5-brane is an
equatorial S2 with k units of internal gauge field flux:

F = k

4 εijk x
i dxj ∧ dxk, i, j, k = 4, 5, 6, (1.3)

where xi are the 6d Cartesian coordinates describing the embedding S2 ⊂ S5.
The non-magnetic D5-brane with k = 0 is known to be integrable [4] (see also [10–14]),

but a D5-brane with an arbitrary inclination angle α and nonzero magnetic flux does not fall
into the classification scheme of [4]. Yet there is overwhelming evidence that integrability
persists for any value of k. The evidence comes mainly from the field-theory side where
efficient integrability-based techniques have been developed to compute one-point functions
of local operators, in perturbation theory [15–20] and beyond [21] (these developments are
summarized in [22–24]). Moreover, integrability bootstrap solves for dCFT correlation
functions at any coupling [25–27]. Lack of basic understanding why the D3-D5 system is
integrable makes this picture incomplete, we believe. Our goal is to fill this gap.

The conserved charges of an integrable system with a boundary are encoded in the
double row transfer matrix [28] which is built from the Lax connection and the reflection
matrix. The latter typically has constant numerical entries. Under this assumption, an
elegant classification scheme of integrable boundary conditions has been put forward [4]
establishing a one-to-one link between integrable D-branes and Z2 automorphisms of the
underlying symmetry algebra.

Constancy and independence from the spectral parameter are very natural assump-
tions. However, there are examples of integrability-preserving boundary conditions, going
back to the work of Corrigan and Sheng [29], that are not described by constant reflection
matrices. In principle, the reflection matrix can depend on the spectral parameter, or the
dynamical variables, or both. The dynamical reflection matrices arise, for example, in O(N)
models with Robin boundary conditions [30, 31]. Robin (i.e. mixed Neumann-Dirichlet)
boundary conditions are precisely the ones that describe a string attached to a D-brane
with internal magnetic flux. This explains, perhaps, why the classification of [4] missed
the magnetized D3-D5 system, and points towards the dynamical character of reflection in
this case.

Since both AdS5 and S5 are symmetric spaces, we start by briefly reviewing integra-
bility in symmetric cosets with boundaries. We then construct the reflection matrix of a
string ending on the D5-brane (1.1), (1.3). This is done separately in section 3 for AdS5
and in section 4 for S5, because the corresponding equations of motion decouple in the
conformal gauge. In section 5 we discuss symmetries and in section 6 we comment on how
to include the fermions.
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2 Coset sigma models with boundaries

A symmetric coset space G/H0 is defined by a Z2 decomposition of its symmetry algebra,
g = h0 ⊕ h2. The sigma model current gets decomposed as

J = g−1dg = J0 + J2. (2.1)

Gauge transformations act on g ∈ G from the right g → gh0, under which J0 transforms as
a gauge field and J2 as a matter field in the adjoint. The equations of motion are equivalent
to the flatness of the Lax connection [32]:1

L(x) = J0 + x2 + 1
x2 − 1 J2 −

2x
x2 − 1 ? J2 ≡ J +A(x), (2.2)

where x is the spectral parameter. Defining the fixed frame current,

j = gJ2g
−1, (2.3)

the spectral parameter-dependent part A(x) of the Lax connection (2.2) takes the following
form, in the fixed frame:

a = gAg−1 = 2
x2 − 1 (j − x ∗ j) . (2.4)

The connection a(x) depends only on the matter current j. It is also flat:

da+ a ∧ a = 0. (2.5)

Integrable boundary conditions. String dynamics takes place for σ > 0 with some
boundary conditions imposed at σ = 0.2 An infinite tower of conserved charges can be
constructed by expanding the monodromy matrix

M(x) = g(0)−→P exp
(∫ ∞

0
dsLσ(s; x)

)
(2.6)

around appropriate values of the spectral parameter x, see section 5 below. The object (2.6)
is gauge invariant and its time derivative depends on the matter part of the Lax connection

Ṁ(x) = −aτ (0; x)M(x). (2.7)

The double row monodromy matrix takes into account the boundary at σ = 0. It is
constructed by folding two monodromy matrices together and connecting them through a
reflection matrix:3

T (x) =Mt(−x)U(x)M(x). (2.8)
1More details can be found in many relevant reviews, e.g. [33].
2We are considering a semi-infinite string. This is not a real restriction because integrability is broken

(or preserved) locally. For example, if the two ends of the string are attached to the D-brane, integrability
imposes two independent conditions at each of the endpoints.

3We assume that the currents are taken in some representation of the symmetry algebra so that the
monodromy matrix is literally a matrix in this representation. Mt then denotes matrix transposition.
More abstractly, Mt can be a Z2 transformation on GC induced by an anti-unitary involution of the Lie
algebra g.
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Apart from its explicit dependence on the spectral parameter x, the reflection matrix U

can also be dynamical. In other words, U may depend on the embedding coordinates at the
string’s endpoint and through them implicitly on time. The time derivative of the double
row monodromy matrix (2.8) follows from (2.7):

Ṫ (x) =Mt(−x)
(
U̇− atτ (−x)U(x)−U(x)aτ (x)

)
M(x). (2.9)

If the time derivative (2.9) vanishes, the double row transfer matrix will generate in-
finitely many conserved charges. Therefore the boundary conditions at σ = 0 preserve
integrability if

U̇(x) != atτ (−x)U(x) + U(x)aτ (x), (2.10)

where the symbol != denotes restriction to the boundary at the string’s endpoint σ = 0, i.e.

A
!= B iff A(τ, 0) = B(τ, 0). (2.11)

Plugging the connection (2.4) into the integrability condition (2.10) we obtain

U̇
!= 2

x2 − 1
[ {
jtτ U + Ujτ

}
+ x

{
jtσU−Ujσ

} ]
. (2.12)

In the simplest case, the reflection matrix U is a constant matrix that depends neither
on the spectral parameter x nor on time τ . In this case the integrability condition (2.12)
reduces to

jtτ U + Ujτ
!= jtσU−Ujσ

!= 0. (2.13)

3 D-brane in AdS5

The coset AdS5 = SO(4, 2)/SO(4, 1) can be realized by means of the 5-dimensional Dirac
matrices γa in the (−+ + + +) signature. The denominator algebra so(4, 1) is spanned by
γab, while so(4, 2) contains both γab and γa, i.e. so(4, 2) = 〈γa, γab〉. The coset decomposi-
tion is thus

h = h0 ⊕ h2, h0 = 〈γab〉 , h2 = 〈γa〉 , (3.1)

where a, b = 0, . . . , 4. The Dirac matrices satisfy

γta = K−1γaK, γtab = −K−1γabK. (3.2)

In the chiral representation K = γ13, but we will never need this explicit form. Below,
we will also split the Dirac matrices into the SO(3, 1) components γµ, µ = 0 . . . 3 and γ4,
as well as use the chiral projectors

Π± = 1± γ4
2 . (3.3)

The integrability condition (2.12) can be concisely formulated in terms of the trans-
position brackets, which are defined as

〈A,B〉± = KAtK−1B ±BA, (3.4)

– 4 –
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for any two matrices A, B. The integrability condition (2.12) is then equivalent to

dÛ

dτ
!= 2

x2 − 1

(〈
jτ , Û

〉
+

+ x
〈
jσ, Û

〉
−

)
, (3.5)

where
Û = KU. (3.6)

The bracket of the Dirac matrices follows readily from their transposition proper-
ties (3.2):

〈γa,Γ〉± = [γa,Γ]± , 〈γab,Γ〉± = − [γab,Γ]∓ , (3.7)

where Γ is any matrix. Some useful identities of the transposition brackets are listed in
appendix A. The standard generators of the conformal algebra are

D = γ4
2 , Pµ = Π+γµ, Kµ = Π−γµ, Lµν = γµν . (3.8)

Coset representative and current. Choosing the coset representative

g = e PµxµzD, (3.9)

the Z2 decomposition of the moving frame current (2.1) takes the form

J0 = 1
2z γ4µdx

µ, J2 = 1
2z (γ4dz + γµdx

µ) . (3.10)

To verify that (3.9) correctly describes AdS5, we note that the quadratic form of the Lie
algebra

tr
[
J2

2

]
= dxµdx

µ + dz2

z2 , (3.11)

reproduces the Poincaré metric (1.2). The fixed frame current (2.3) follows by elementary
Dirac algebra:

j = 1
2z2

[
2 (zdz + xdx) (D − xP ) +

(
z2 + x2

)
Pdx+Kdx+ Lµνx

µdxν
]
, (3.12)

where the single summations over covariant indices have been omitted (e.g. xdx ≡ xµdxµ)
and x2 ≡ xµxµ.

Boundary conditions. The longitudinal and transverse coordinates of the tilted AdS4
brane (1.1) are:

longitudinal : x0,1,2, x‖ ≡ x3 sinα+ z cosα (3.13)
transverse : x⊥ ≡ x3 cosα− z sinα. (3.14)

The string boundary conditions on the D5-brane are Neumann for the longitudinal coor-
dinates (x0,1,2, x‖) and Dirichlet for the transverse coordinate (x⊥), i.e.

x́0,1,2
!= x́‖

!= 0 (Neumann) (3.15)

ẋ⊥
!= x⊥

!= 0 (Dirichlet). (3.16)

Below we determine a reflection matrix Û that satisfies the integrability condition (3.5)
upon imposing (3.15)–(3.16), thus showing that the D5-brane is integrable in AdS5.

– 5 –
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3.1 Vertical brane

Let us first consider the non-magnetic D5-brane for which k = 0. (1.1) then implies that
the inclination of the brane relative to the hyperplane x3 = 0 is zero, i.e. α = 0. The brane
is perpendicular to the x3 axis. At the string’s endpoint,

jτ
!= 1

2z2

[
2
(
zż + xiẋi

)
(D − xjPj) +

(
z2 + x2

i

)
ẋjPj + ẋiKi + xiẋjLij

]
(3.17)

jσ
!= x́3

2z2

[(
z2 + x2

i

)
P3 +K3 + xiLi3

]
, (3.18)

where i, j = 0, 1, 2. Note that the conformal generators (3.8) making up the fixed frame
current (3.12) split into two disjoint groups, those that appear in jτ and those that appear
in jσ. The two equations in (2.13) therefore decouple and can be solved separately.

In terms of the transposition brackets (3.4), the integrability condition (2.13) is equiv-
alent to a set of seven equations:〈

D, Û
〉

+
= 0,

〈
Pi, Û

〉
+

= 0,
〈
Ki, Û

〉
+

= 0,
〈
Lij , Û

〉
+

= 0 (3.19)〈
P3, Û

〉
−

= 0,
〈
K3, Û

〉
−

= 0,
〈
Li3, Û

〉
−

= 0. (3.20)

Given that the brane is perpendicular to the x3 axis, its normal four-vector can be written
as nµ = (0, 0, 0, 1), so that the most natural solution of (3.19)–(3.20) is

Û = nµγµ = γ3. (3.21)

Indeed, by using (3.7), (A.2) one can readily check that (3.21) satisfies (3.19)–(3.20) and
thus (3.5) holds for the constant reflection matrix, in accordance with the findings of [4].

3.2 Inclined brane

We now consider an arbitrary inclination angle α. Introducing the longitudinal coordinates,

yµ =
(
xi, x‖

)
, (3.22)

the string boundary conditions (3.15)–(3.16) can be written as

ýµ
!= ẋ⊥

!= x⊥
!= 0. (3.23)

We will use the longitudinal coordinates yµ alongside the spacetime four-vector xµ =
(xi, x3). Noting the identity

x2 + z2 = y2 + x2
⊥, (3.24)

the values of the fixed frame currents (3.12) on the boundary (at x⊥ = 0) become:

jτ
!= 1

2z2

[
2yµẏµ(D − xνPν) + y2ẋµPµ + ẋµKµ + xµẋνLµν

]
(3.25)

jσ
!= x́⊥ cosα

2z2

(
y2P3 +K3 + xµLµ3

)
. (3.26)

– 6 –
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Because the equation 〈jτ , γ3〉+
!= 0 no longer holds for the inclined brane, the reflection

matrix has to be deformed. The existence of such a deformation, highly non-trivial in itself,
crucially depends on the fact that 〈jτ , γ3〉+ is a total derivative:

〈jτ , γ3〉+
!= κ

dS

dτ
, S ≡ xµγµ −Π+ − y2Π−

z
. (3.27)

The matrix S satisfies two remarkable identities, which hold once x⊥ is set to zero:

〈jτ , S〉+
!= −Ṡ, 〈jσ, S〉−

!= 0. (3.28)

These can be checked by using (3.7) and the formulae in appendix A. These identities
suggest the following ansatz for the reflection matrix Û:

Û = γ3 + CS, (3.29)

where C is a constant that may depend on the spectral parameter. The ansatz goes through
the integrability condition (3.5) by virtue of (3.27), leaving behind an algebraic equation
for C:

C = 2
x2 − 1 (κ− C)⇒ C = 2κ

x2 + 1 . (3.30)

This leads to the following solution for the reflection matrix:

Û = γ3 + 2κ
x2 + 1

xµγµ −Π+ − (x2 + z2)Π−
z

. (3.31)

The reflection matrix (3.31) is dynamical (i.e. it depends on the embedding coordinates of
the string) and carries a non-trivial dependence on the spectral parameter x. According
to the general analysis of coset models with boundaries [31, 34], the reflection matrix can
be polynomial in the spectral parameter of at most degree two. This is also true for our
solution, because multiplication with x2 + 1 makes it a quadratic polynomial in x.

4 D-brane in S5

The 5-dimensional Dirac matrices γà in the (+ + + + +) signature, represent the coset
S5 = SO(6)/SO(5). The numerator algebra so(6) is formed by γà and their commutators
γàb̀, while the denominator algebra so(5) is spanned by γàb̀. The coset decomposition reads

h = h0 ⊕ h2, h0 =
〈
γàb̀
〉
, h2 = 〈γà〉 , (4.1)

where à, b̀ = 1, . . . , 5. As before, the matrices γà, γàb̀ satisfy (3.2), (3.7).

Coset representative and current. The coset parametrization of S5 is

g = n6 + iγànà, (4.2)

where
n6 = cos θ2 , nà = mà sin θ2 , màmà = 1. (4.3)

– 7 –
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The coset variables nà, n6 are quite distinct from the S5 coordinates xa, x9 (a = 4, . . . , 8).
Choosing the standard S5 parametrization,

xa = m(a−3) sin θ, x9 = cos θ, (4.4)

we obtain the map
xa = 2n6 n(a−3), x9 = 2n2

6 − 1. (4.5)

The Z2 components of the moving frame current (2.1) that follow from the coset represen-
tative (4.2) are

J0 = γàb̀nàdnb̀, J2 = iγà (n6dnà − nàdn6) . (4.6)

As a crosscheck, the quadratic form

− tr
[
J2

2

]
= dθ2 + sin2 θ (dmàdmà) =

9∑
a=4

dx2
a, (4.7)

correctly reproduces the S5 metric. The overall minus sign is related to the fact that the
currents (4.6) of the 5-sphere occupy a block in the matrices of the AdS5 × S5 supercur-
rents, the supertrace of which reproduces the metric of the full space. The fixed frame
current (2.3) is given, in the case of S5, by

j = i(2n2
6 − 1)n6dnàγà − i(2n2

6 + 1)dn6nàγà − 2n2
6nàdnb̀γàb̀. (4.8)

Boundary conditions. The longitudinal and transverse coordinates of the S2 ⊂ S5

component of the D5-brane are

longitudinal : x‖ = (x4, x5, x6) (4.9)
transverse : x⊥ = (x7, x8, x9) . (4.10)

The string boundary conditions on the 2-sphere are Dirichlet for the transverse coordinates
x⊥ and, due to the internal flux (1.3), Neumann-Dirichlet for the longitudinal coordinates
x‖:

x́4
!= κ (x5 ẋ6 − x6 ẋ5) (4.11)

x́5
!= κ (x6 ẋ4 − x4 ẋ6) , ẋ7

!= ẋ8
!= ẋ9

!= 0 (4.12)

x́6
!= κ (x4 ẋ5 − x5 ẋ4) . (4.13)

In compact form these boundary conditions read

x́‖ − κ
(
x‖ × ẋ‖

) != 0 (Neumann-Dirichlet) (4.14)

ẋ⊥
!= 0 (Dirichlet). (4.15)

The 5-sphere coordinates xa, x9 also obey,

6∑
a=4

x2
a

!= 1, x7
!= x8

!= x9
!= 0. (4.16)

– 8 –
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In terms of the coset variables nà, n6, the string boundary conditions (4.11)–(4.13) become

n1ń6 + n6ń1
!= 2κn2

6 (n2 ṅ3 − n3 ṅ2) (4.17)

n2ń6 + n6ń2
!= 2κn2

6 (n3 ṅ1 − n1 ṅ3) ṅ4
!= ṅ5

!= ṅ6
!= 0 (4.18)

n3ń6 + n6ń3
!= 2κn2

6 (n1 ṅ2 − n2 ṅ1) , (4.19)

while also
n2

1 + n2
2 + n2

3
!= 1

2 , n4
!= n5

!= 0, n6
!= 1√

2
. (4.20)

Integrable boundary conditions. To show that the D5-brane is integrable in S5, we
need to specify a reflection matrix Û which satisfies the integrability condition (3.5) upon
imposing the boundary conditions (4.11)–(4.16), or equivalently (4.17)–(4.20). The values
of the fixed frame currents (4.8) on the x⊥ = 0 boundary at σ = 0 become

jτ
!= −nìṅj̀γìj̀ (4.21)

jσ
!= −2iń6nìγì − nì

(
ń4γì4 + ń5γì5

)
−
√

2κnìnj̀ṅk̀ εj̀k̀ `̀γì`̀. (4.22)

Plugging (4.21)–(4.22) into the integrability condition (3.5), one can prove that the reflec-
tion matrix

Û = γ45 + 2κ x
x2 + 1

nìγì
n6

, (4.23)

where ì = 1, 2, 3, satisfies it. Therefore the string boundary conditions (4.11)–(4.20) on the
5-sphere are integrable.

5 Conserved charges

As we have already mentioned, the Taylor expansions of the monodromy matrices (2.6),
(2.8) lead to infinite sets of conserved charges. The expansion at x = ∞ in particular,
generates the conserved charges of the global symmetry. The aim of the present section is
to determine the set of global symmetries of the string sigma model on AdS5 × S5 that is
preserved by the D5-brane.

We first note that the monodromy matrix (2.6) can be written as:4

M(x) = g(0)−→P exp
(∫ ∞

0
dsLσ(s; x)

)
= −→P exp

(∫ ∞
0

ds aσ(s; x)
)
, (5.1)

where aσ is the σ-component of the fixed frame Lax connection (2.4)

aσ(x) = 2
x2 − 1 (jσ − x jτ ) . (5.2)

Taylor-expanding the path-ordered exponential (5.1) around x =∞ leads to

−→P exp
(∫ ∞

0
ds aσ

)
= 1− 2

x

∫ ∞
0

dsjτ + 2
x2

[∫ ∞
0

dsjσ + 2
∫ ∞

0

∫ s

0
dsds′j

′
τ jτ

]
− . . . (5.3)

4Assuming appropriate boundary conditions at σ =∞.
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The expansion (5.3) gives rise to an infinite tower of (generally nonlocal) conserved charges.
To identify these charges we use

−→P exp
(∫ ∞

0
ds aσ

)
= exp

(
2
∞∑
r=0

(
−1

x

)r+1
Qr

)
= 1− 2

x
Q0 + 2

x2

(
Q1 +Q2

0

)
− . . . (5.4)

The first charge in the above hierarchy is just the Noether charge of the global bosonic
symmetry SO (4, 2)× SO(6) of the string sigma model on AdS5 × S5:

Q0 =
∫ ∞

0
dsjτ . (5.5)

Double row monodromy matrix. It may seem that the double row monodromy ma-
trix (2.8) generates the same number of conserved charges as the monodromy matrix (5.1),
leading to the wrong conclusion that boundaries do not break any symmetries. In practice
however, some charges get cancelled by folding (i.e. through the construction (2.8)) and
are simply not there in systems with boundaries. In more detail, we need to expand the
monodromy matrix

T (x) =←−P exp
(∫ ∞

0
ds atσ(s;−x)

)
U(x)−→P exp

(∫ ∞
0

ds aσ(s; x)
)

(5.6)

in 1/x. Taking into account the general form of the AdS5 × S5 reflection matrices (3.31),
(4.23),

Û(x) = Û0 + 1
x2 + 1

(
x Û1 + Û2

)
, (5.7)

as well as the expansion (5.3), we get the expansion of the double row monodromy matrix
T̂ ≡ K T around x =∞:

T̂ (x) = Û0 + 1
x

(
Û1 + 2

∫ ∞
0

ds
〈
jτ , Û0

〉
−

)
+ . . . (5.8)

In order to identify the conserved charges we set

T̂ (x) = Û0 + 2
x
Q̃0 + 2

x2

(
Q̃1 + Q̃2

0

)
+ . . . , (5.9)

finding in particular, for the first conserved charge

Q̃0 = Û1
2 +

∫ ∞
0

ds
〈
jτ , Û0

〉
−
. (5.10)

By comparing the bulk Noether charge (5.5) with the first conserved charge (5.10) on
the boundary, we can determine the fraction of the global bosonic symmetry SO (4, 2) ×
SO(6) of the AdS5 × S5 string sigma model that is preserved by the D5-brane. The pre-
served symmetries correspond to the set of generators for which the transposition bracket〈
jτ , Û0

〉
−
is nonzero. The respective charges are not eliminated by folding.

Interestingly, the symmetries that are preserved by the D5-brane are determined by Û0
and are thus independent of k. The conserved charges on S5 receive an extra contribution
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from Û1 that is localized on the brane, implying that the endpoint of the string carries an
R-charge.

For AdS5, (3.31) gives Û0 = γ3, Û1 = 0, while the transposition identities (3.20) imply〈
P3, Û0

〉
−

=
〈
K3, Û0

〉
−

=
〈
Li3, Û0

〉
−

= 0, (5.11)

for i, j = 0, 1, 2. These are the broken conformal generators. The preserved AdS5 symme-
tries are generated by

{D,Pi,Ki, Lij} , (5.12)

which spans the SO(3, 2) subgroup of SO(4, 2). The domain wall preserves the group of
3-dimensional conformal transformations, in agreement with the AdS4 geometry of the
D5-brane in AdS.

For S5, the reflection matrix (4.23) gives Û0 = γ45, Û1 = 2κnìγì/n6, whereas〈
γì, Û0

〉
−

=
〈
γì4, Û0

〉
−

=
〈
γì5, Û0

〉
−

= 0, (5.13)

for ì = 1, 2, 3. Therefore the preserved S5 symmetry consists of the generators{
γìj̀ , γ4, γ5, γ45

}
. (5.14)

The Dirac matrices {γ4, γ5, γ45} satisfy the so(3) algebra, and so do γìj̀ . The unbroken
symmetry group is thus SO(3)× SO(3) which again agrees with the D5-brane geometry in
S5. The boundary itself carries an R-charge which is proportional to Û1 and belongs to
the broken part of the symmetry algebra.

6 Including the fermions

Including the fermions is rather straightforward [4]. The symmetry algebra of AdS5×S5 is
embedded in psu(2, 2|4), the Dirac-matrix representation being best suited for this purpose,
the Z2 symmetry is replaced by Z4 [35] and transposition by supertransposition. The
reflection matrix is just the direct sum of the AdS5 and S5 components (3.31), (4.23) that
were computed above:

U =
[
U 0
0 U′

]
, (6.1)

where the U block of the matrix corresponds to AdS, and U′ to the sphere.
The Lax connection is built from the Z4 components of the current

J = g−1dg = J0 + J1 + J2 + J3, (6.2)

where g is now the group element of PSU(2, 2|4), the currents J0 and J2 are bosonic (or
even), while J1, J3 are fermionic (or odd). The Lax connection reads [2]

L(x) = J0 + x2 + 1
x2 − 1 J2 −

2x
x2 − 1 ∗ J2 +

√
x + 1
x− 1 J1 +

√
x− 1
x + 1 J3. (6.3)
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The flatness of L(x) is equivalent to the full set of equations of motion that follows from the
AdS5×S5 superstring action. The monodromy matrix is again given by (2.6), where the Lax
connection (2.2) is replaced by (6.3). In the double row construction (2.8), transposition
gets replaced by supertransposition, for consistency with Grassmann grading:

T (x) =Mst(−x)U(x)M(x). (6.4)

In complete analogy with the bosonic case that was treated in the previous section, the
supercharges Q that are broken by the string boundary conditions are determined from
the condition: 〈

Q, Û0
〉
−

= 0, (6.5)

where 〈·, ·〉 now denotes the supertransposition bracket

〈A,B〉± = KAstK−1B ±BA, (6.6)

that generalizes (3.4). Moreover, we have defined

K =
[
K 0
0 K

]
, Û0 =

[
γ3 0
0 γ45

]
. (6.7)

Given that the odd elements of psu(2, 2|4) are of the form

Q =
[

0 Q
−Q†γ5

]
, Qst =

[
0 K−1γ5KQ∗

Qt 0

]
, (6.8)

it follows from (6.5) that the broken supercharges obey the reality condition,

Q∗ = K−1γ35Qγ45K. (6.9)

The reality condition (6.9) singles out exactly half of the supercharges which are broken
by the boundary conditions. The other half remains unbroken. We conclude that the
brane (1.1), (1.3) is one-half BPS, in accordance with the supergravity analysis of [36].

7 Conclusions

The reflection matrix that defines the hierarchy of conserved charges of a string ending on
a D5-brane is maximally complicated since it depends, not only on the spectral parameter,
but also on dynamical variables. In quantum theory the D5-brane carries internal degrees
of freedom [25], since the elementary excitations of the string form bound states upon
reflection from the boundary. There are k such bound states [25]. The same parameter
k controls both the inclination of the brane in AdS5 and the magnetic flux in S5. In
the classical regime of string theory the parameter k is very large, scaling naturally as
k ∼
√
λ. We believe that the proliferation of bound states and the dynamical character of

the reflection matrix are not unrelated. Another indication that some degrees of freedom
localize on the brane is the boundary contribution to the R-charge that appears in (5.10).
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There are other classes of integrable boundary conditions of the string in AdS5 × S5

that describe a variety of states and operators in the dual gauge theory. Those associated
with constant reflection matrices are completely classified [4]. It would be interesting to
see which of them admit deformations with dynamical reflection matrices. Extending the
analogy with the D5-brane, we expect the deformation parameter to be quantized at finite
coupling and to correspond to the dimension of the boundary Hilbert space.
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A Transposition bracket identities

Here we list a number of identities obeyed by the transposition brackets (3.4). The following
formula follows directly from (3.7):

〈Πsγµ,Γ〉r = Π−s [γµ,Γ]r + s r

2 [γ4,Γ]+ γµ. (A.1)

Several particular cases of (A.1), used in the main text, are:

〈Π±γµ, γν〉+ = 2ηµνΠ∓
〈Π±γµ, γν〉− = 2γµνΠ∓
〈Π±γµ,Π±〉+ = γµ

〈Π±γµ,Π∓〉+ = 0

〈Π±γµ,Π±〉− = ∓γ4γµ

〈Π±γµ,Π∓〉− = 0. (A.2)
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